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CHAIRSIDE STYLE Gentle FAVORITE PART
OF YOUR JOB Performing procedures WHAT
FASCINATES YOU MOST ABOUT THE HUMAN
BODY How everything is connected. When
enhancing someone’s smile, I am treating more
than just the mouth; I’m treating the person, too

ANTI-AGING ADVICE Flossing will help you
keep your teeth ALTERNATIVE OCCUPATION
Artist or writer HOBBIES Continuing education
classes, exercise, travel and hiking FRAMED

PHOTOS ON YOUR DESK My three children

bright ideas
A dazzling, “ear-to-ear” smile has the potential to enhance one’s appearance. So says
Dr. Elahe P. Wissinger, who gives her many loyal patients multiple reasons to flash their
aesthetic, pearly whites. “It’s moving to see how cosmetic dentistry can affect people,
impacting both physical appearance and the self-image one holds of him or herself.”

I’M NEVER WITHOUT Love and support
I WOULD LOVE TO OWN A house on the ocean
A former peer counselor, with a bachelor’s degree in psychology, Dr.
Wissinger notes that she always focuses on treating the
whole patient, not just the mouth. Doing so, she says, relays her
commitment to “the betterment of each patient” and reflects her
steadfast devotion to providing the all-encompassing care she
feels her patients deserve. “I spend a great deal of time getting
to know each patient as a person first,” she explains. “By really
listening to what they have to say, I can formulate a treatment
plan that surpasses their expectations.” Dr. Wissinger’s Tucson,
Arizona, practice serves as a showcase for her adeptness at
everything from porcelain veneers and Invisalign™ to in-office
whitening treatments, while also providing a variety of options
for prevention and care, including screenings for oral cancer.

Dr. Wissinger produces predictably beautiful outcomes for even the most complex procedures using a special microscope
that increases magnification of the tooth and gum area. “The microscope helps me perform restorations and veneer
procedures with a high degree of accuracy,” says Dr. Wissinger. “It really lets me see inside the tooth and create exact
margins, thereby improving the quality of the work.” Observing how difficult it can be for patients to carve out time from
their busy lives, Dr. Wissinger equips her practice with a host of TIME-SAVING TECHNIQUES AND INNOVATIONS,

Dr. Wissinger maintains a gentle approach to dentistry and does
everything necessary to make a visit with her as pleasant as
possible. Her reception area amenities include a fountain and
fireplace, and treatment rooms feature specially built sports-back
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chairs, down pillows and blankets, satellite TV and DVD players,
as well as nitrous oxide for nervous patients. When it comes to
cosmetic enhancement, Dr. Wissinger advises those looking to

lets Dr. Wissinger REPAIR TEETH IN A SINGLE OFFICE VISIT. The technology eliminates the need for temporary

improve their appearance to consider how smile rejuvenation

restorations, enabling patients to walk out of her practice with the smiles they’ve always dreamed of. “Designing

can help them achieve their goals. “So much is centered around

smiles lets me express my creativity,” Dr. Wissinger says. “It’s not only my job; it’s a passion I find very rewarding.”

the smile,” she explains.
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including CEREC® equipment. An acronym for Chairside Economical Restoration of Esthetic Ceramics, CEREC technology
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